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ABSTRACT
ELENA LEE MCPHERSON: Images of Reality's Unrealities—The Magical Real in
Selected Plays of Tennessee Williams
(Under the direction of Professor Colby Kullman)

After a semester of studying more than ten of Tennessee Williams plays, 1
decided to explore a selection of his plays in the context of magical realism. Initially,
the connection between a playwright from the Southern United States and the
literary tradition of Latin America seemed distant Upon further research and closer
readings, however, I found that Tennessee Williams's plays The Glass Menagerie,
Orpheus Descending, and Camino Real all exemplify various characteristics of the
magical real within new contexts. In keeping with the tradition of magical realism.
each of the plays uniquely exhibits the fantastic to speak to larger truths of humanity.
Ultimately, 1 came to the conclusion that Williams's works do not fit perfectly into the
mold of magical realism; instead they stretch the definition to accommodate another
facet of the magical real for the American stage.
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Extraordinary Flowers: An Introduction
"The extraordinary is not necessarily lovely or beautiful It is neither beautiful nor ugly
rather, it is amazing because it is strange"
-Alejo Carpentier,"The Baroque and the Marvelous Real

As a renowned playwright, author and sometimes even a poet, Tennessee
Williams wowed audiences and readers with his profound literary abilities;
however, what drew me to further study of Williams’ plays was not his penchant for
words, but for flowers. After spending more than a year studying Tennessee
Williams, 1 am still amazed at his attention to the smallest of details. 1 was
immediately drawn to Williams' use of flowers while reflecting on the "Tennessee
Williams Tribute Weekend" in Columbus, MS. I discovered that James del Prince
created beautiful flower arrangements for the festival, and that each was inspired by
one of Williams' plays. With this detail in the back of my mind, I read through the
plays with an attention to the floral and was not disappointed. From the obvious
and literal roses in The Rose Tattoo,the metaphorical"flowers for the dead" in A
Streetcar Named Desire, and the Amanda Wingfield’s remembered jonquils in The
Glass Menagerie, Williams certainly made a point to accent with flowers.
Williams'floral imagery proves even more poignant when understood in the
context of magical realism. In researching the magically realistic nature of three of
Williams' plays. The Glass Menagerie, Orpheus Descending, and Camino Real, I again
thought of Williams' use of flowers. In each of these plays,Tennessee Williams
spotlights three very strange flowers that accentuate the magical real. Though
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Williams often identifies more than one flower in each play, the following flowers
most specifically relate to the magical real.
In The Glass Menagerie,the gentlemen caller Jim O'Connor remembers that in
high school he nicknamed Laura Wingfield "Blue Roses." Laura knows that he
simply misunderstood the pronunciation of her physical affliction, pleurosis; but the
image of the blue roses becomes a s)onbol for Laura's embodiment ofsimultaneous
strangeness and beauty. In nature, blue roses do not exist(unless standard roses
are genetically modified); Williams,therefore, takes the ordinary image of a rose and
makes it unreal by simply changing its color. The image of Blue Roses is the most
literal floral reference of the three plays because Williams uses the image in dialogue
and on the projector screen.
For Orpheus Descending, the floral theme is more metaphorical. In Act I,
Scene Two of the play, Val Xavier tells Lady Torrance about a legless bird that flies
over the earth, never touching the ground except to die and thereby is never
corrupted or branded by the world. The m5fthicized bird to which he refers is the
Bird of Paradise, with exotic plumage, only rumored to never touch the ground
because, according to legend, when served as a meal,the legs were removed.
Probably aware of the unique flower known as the “bird of paradise that also
displays an exotic show of color, Williams again brings elements of the unreal to the
hopes and dreams of ordinary characters.
Where the blue roses of Glass do not exist, and the bird of paradise in Orpheus
is more metaphorical, the flower imagery in Camino Real proves real, but somewhat
unbelievable. In Block Ten, Marguerite Gautier, one of the play's most hopeless
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characters, talks of the resilient violets that can grow even in the worst conditions,
but believes them to be unreal, and powerless to thrive there. Jacques Casanova
pleads with her that such violets “can break the rocks if you believe in them and
allow them to grow!"(808). Williams underscores Jacques's hopeful statement with
Don Quixote's pronouncement that the violets have indeed broken through the
rocks. Ultimately, the very real, but often unbelievable, image of delicate flowers
growing through the cracks of hard mountains stands as an image of hope.
As I will discuss in detail in later chapters, central to magical realism's
purpose in literature is its imperative connection to a higher purpose. Each of the
three flower images in these selected plays does just that: connect ideas of the
unreal with themes that ultimately relate with the magical real. Through the most
minute of strange details, Tennessee Williams incorporates the magical real into the
very fiber of his plays—the extraordinary in the ordinary.
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(Re)Defining Magical Realism for Tennessee Williams
"When a play employs unconventional techniques, it is not, or certainly shouldn't be,
trying to escape its responsibility ofdealing with reality, or interpreting experience,
but is actually or should be attempting tofind a closer approach,
a more penetrating and vivid expression ofthings as they are."
-Tennessee Williams, Production Notes for The Glass Menagerie

Pop culture generally remembers Tennessee Williams for his most widely
known Southern-inspired tragedies like Cat on a Hot Tin Roofand A Streetcar Named
Desire. One would hardly think, therefore, to categorize Williams with the likes of
Gabriel Garda Marquez,Alejo Carpentier, or Jorge Luis Borges—hallmark writers of
the Latin American literary legacy of magical realism. Upon deeper investigation.
however, Williams' less traditional plays such as The Glass Menagerie, Orpheus
Descending, and Camino Real prove no less "strange,” in Carpentier's words,than
representative works of magical realistic fiction. In his plays, Tennessee Williams
borrows elements of the Latin American magical real and weaves them together
with his own theatrical traditions. Many critics have separately identified aspects
related to the magical real within Williams' plays,such as myths or the
carnivalesque. I have simply attempted to unify those many analyses through the
one lens of the magical real. Through an examination of the history of the term
magic realism and its various applications over time,the connection between
William's works and magical realism becomes stronger.
The definition of magical realism proves just as difficult to pin point as the
oxymoron of the two words themselves—the magical and the real. Even as the
words themselves are contradictory,so do critics dissent on one perfect definition.
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According to Maggie Ann Bowers in her book Magic(al) Realism, the term can refer
to an array of things, including but not limited to literary and art forms or even
cultural concepts(Bowers 3). Most simply, however, magical realism offers another
means for understanding reality through the artistically magic. For a literary
context, the Dictionary of Twentieth Century Culture: Hispanic Culture ofSouth
America concisely defines magical realism as
[F]iction that does not distinguish between realistic and nonrealistic
events, fiction in which the supernatural,the mythical, or the
implausible are assimilated to the cognitive structure of reality
without a perceptive break in the narrator's or character's
consciousness.(Standish 156-7)
Authors writing in the style of magical realism create new but realistic worlds for
their characters in which they often suspend time and unite the imaginary,
grotesque and strange with the real(Mellen 1). Magical realism texts are often
"awash in nostalgia” and legacies of better times(3) while the characters work
through present day problems. Such fiction aims to speak to the larger truths of life
through both individually and culturally unique circumstances. In Magical Realism,
Joan Mellen goes as far as to state that magical realism should only be called upon
when "a larger truth cannot be reached but for distortion of ordinary social realism
(6). In this respect, magical realism serves as an enjoyable means to an end; by
escaping the real world for a time, characters and readers alike can confront the
harsh realities of life with a little more ease. Though fiction provides a perfect venue
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for the author-created worlds of magical realism, historically, critics have applied
the term magical realism to more than just literature.
Respected critic Maggie Ann Bowers orders the history of magic realism and
its many related terms into three main time periods with corresponding
geographical locations. Bowers writes,'The first period is set in Germany in the
1920s, the second period in Central America in the 1940s and the third period,
beginning in 1955 in Latin America,continues internationally to this day"(8).
According to Bowers,the magical real is often the product of working through
situations in life too difficult to cope with in the harsh light of reality. The artists and
art associated with magic realism typically evolved in reaction to the political and
social pulses of their eras and locations, which makes the definition of the term both
loose and broad.
The term magic realism, originally coined by Franz Roh,a German art critic,
was meant to describe paintings that differed from European expressionistic
paintings in their "accurate detail, a smooth photograph-like clarity of picture and
the representation of the mystical non-material aspects of reality"(Bowers 9).
Artists of magic realism paintings were products of a political and cultural
atmosphere of unrest after World War I (11). Their works, according to Bowers, are
characterized by the presence of the rational and the irrational within the same
scene. The paintings of the magic realists are similar to surrealist paintings of the
time in that both styles focused on the extraordinary with acute detail. The two
styles stand separate, however,in that magic realist paintings proved less
psychological than surrealist paintings and more connected with the real world in
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their reevaluation of the ordinary (12). According to Roh, magic realism in paintings
expressed the "conscious states of man's being" through representations of material
and everyday objects(12). Artists expressed through magic realism in their art the
unstable reality of Germany's post-war era.
The second time period and reapplication of magic realism correlates with
the end of World War II and the fall of the Spanish Republic in the 1940s(Bowers
16). Diplomat and writer, Alejo Carpentier, well studied in European art and
literature of the 1920s, writes extensively, employing the magical as well as
commenting on its proper usage. In his travels from Europe to Cuba,"he instigated a
distinctly Latin American form of magic realism [for literature]"(14). With a
background in European art and the ideas of surrealism and magic realism, he
recognized the aspects of el realismo marvilloso, marvelous realism, in Central
America's richly diverse culture and transferred a mode of art into a literary form
(14). Bowers defines marvelous realism as distinct from magical realism because of
its specific identification with the native art of Latin America in the 1940s that
combined "mystical and magical elements as an integral part of everyday reality"
(131). Carpentier's return to Cuba coincided with a rebuilding era for many Central
American countries—a time in which "they sought to create and express a
consciousness distinct from Europe"(16). As a result, Latin American authors
reevaluated the magic realism of European art and reformatted it for literature
within a new cultural context.
The third period for the redefinition of magical realism followed Angel
Flores' critical essay "Magical Realism in Spanish American Fiction" in 1955(Bowers
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16). Relevant to more than just painted art or Central America,the third period
encompasses Latin American and international literature from the 1950s to today.
In her essay, Flores points to Argentine writer Jorge Luis Borges as the “point of
departure” in the “new phase of Latin American Literature” in terms of magical
realism (Flores 113). After Flores' essay, Latin American writers were interested
again in writing the magical real; defined by Flores as literature characterized by
existing “in a kind of timeless fluidity” where “the unreal happens as part of reality”
(Flores 115). The magical realism authors who wrote after the publication of Flores'
essay are most noted for their “matter-of-fact depiction of magical happenings,” and
the combination of marvelous realism and magic realism.
Latin America provided the most fertile literary culture for magical realism in
the past. Some Latin American artists even claim that magical realism belongs
exclusively to Latin America. Cuban novelist Alejo Carpentier believes that magical
realism flows from the actual culture of Latin America (Mellen 3). The text notes
that Central and South America are defined by their "melange of cultures, unique
birds, flowers, and animals” and people groups isolated from Europe and North
America (3). For this very reason, Colombian Nobel Laureate Gabriel Garcia
Marquez and author of One Hundred Years ofSolitude says,“Everyday life in Latin
America proves that reality is full of the most extraordinary things” (3). The land,
the people and even the animals exude dualistic natures of the exotic and the
familiar, the poverty-stricken and the wealthy,the past and the present. The culture
of Latin America certainly lends itself to the real and extraordinary dichotomy with
magical realism.
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Ancient history, on top of a geographical location typically associated with
the mystery of the unexplored,also explains the sound connection between magical
realism and Latin America. Marquez identifies the richness of a culture whose
grandparents and great grandparents pass down stories of"a world of omens,
premonitions, cures and superstitions" that can only be found in Latin America (4).
In distinguishing the marvelous real from European Surrealism through his essay On
the Marvelous Real in America, Alejo Carpentier tells of his travels to China, India,
and Northern Europe and his ultimate return to Central America. He speaks to the
importance of m3^hs to the daily culture of the Latin American family, identifying
myths as a key element in magical realism texts. He reasons,"America is far from
using up its wealth of mythologies" because of its history of racial mixing and the
very essence of the people themselves C88]- He concludes with the poignant
question,"What is the entire history of America if not a chronicle of the marvelous
real?"(88).
Though the historical association of magical realism to Latin America was
once held together by writers such as Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Alejo Carpentier, and
Isabel Allende, Latin America no longer holds the only key to the heart of the magical
real. The very same elements of Latin America that inspired magical realism in
fiction have been reapplied yet again beyond geographical and literary borders.
Over time, magical realism has evolved through various art forms and worked its
way into various cultures; its numerous reapplications, therefore, have opened it up
to interpretation through theater. In Taiwan, Chung Chiao,the director and founder
of the Assignment Theatre,combined magical realism with the theories of the
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Theatre of the Oppressed (Smith 108). Seeking to create social change regarding
social oppression, he focused on the use of myths in magical realism texts like Garcia
Marquez's One Hundred Years ofSolitude. Chiao comments that he realized he could
"talk about reality through mythology" and that Latin American and Asian culture
are both steeped mythology. The myths are in fact fictional stories, but maintain
such a connection to reality because of their relationship to the culture and setting
from which they come. Building on mythology, Chiao also utilizes magical realism in
his plays by "overlapping worlds or realities that take place in a liminal space and
time, neither here nor there, past nor present, yet in a territory where the possibility
of magically transforming reality exists"(Smith 111). As proved by Chiao, both
Asian and Latin American culture provide the necessary fodder for magical realism
in both literature and theatre.
Closer than Taiwan,the American South, also characterized by dualities of
culture and myth, proves itself worthy of the magical real. According to critic Robert
Gingher,
The Southern United States comes naturally upon magical realism, for
the root of its writing is vision sprung from ruin, one as ornery and
mytho-magical as its exemplars who flow in the great tradition of
Faulkner, Welty,and O'Connor.(Gingher 468)
Like Latin America, writers from the American South attempt to work out in
literature the cultural scars through which they have come. In his article "Magical
Realism in the Mississippi Delta," Art Taylor specifically addresses novelist Lewis
Nordan's Wolf Whistle and its basis in magical realism, a fictional story inspired by
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the traumatic reality of the 1955 lynching of Emmett Till (Taylor 441). Taylor
identifies the regional themes of the text that correlate with magical realism texts.
He points to societal and cultural issues that arise in Southern fiction,such as a
fixation with class hierarchies (specifically related to race relations), the role of local
color in developing a fictional region,and "an idealization of the land, paired with a
nostalgia for what has been lost and a respect for what has been endured"(Taylor
444). As Taylor points out, American Southern writers identified with the Latin
American magical realists in a new cultural context. The two distinct cultures share
a past haunted with the turmoil of interracial strife and economic instability, a
present defined by efforts of reconciliation with that past, and a people of
inexhaustible hope and perseverance.
Critic Deborah N. Cohn writes more specifically about the correlation
between American Southern and Latin American literature in her book History and
Memory in the Two Souths: Recent Southern and Spanish American Fiction. Cohn
identifies that the similar social and political traumas the U.S. South and South
America experienced in their pasts motivated the authors of both regions to explore
history and move to a new truth. She focuses her research on novels by William
Faulkner, Vargas Llosa, Ralph Ellison, and Isabel Allende, who write through
sentiments of defeat, trauma, alienation, and doubt specific to the U.S. South and
South America. The first similar theme present in this "Southern" literature is
political and social revolution and the need for change based on the U.S. Civil War,
the Mexican Revolution, and the Cuban Revolution. Secondly, the authors of two
groups of fiction write of characters with double consciousnesses as the result of
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marginalization. A conflicting sense of self, torn between the dominant culture and
their own culture, plagues the main characters of Southern and South American
literature with dualities that beg for resolution. Lastly, the texts are set apart by the
characters' need to tell their own story for the purposes of self-definition, selfassertion, and memoiy. The writers employ a sense offreedom in their works, often
written in stream of consciousness style that allows the characters to more easily
make connections between the past, and the future. Such ambiguities of time, and
often character, permit the exploration of the new,opening readers, and more
broadly the regions themselves, to the possibility of change.
Though I will focus on Tennessee Williams' plays and not his short stories, he
still creates within the theater the same fictional spirit expressed by magical realist
writers through novels. As a Southern writer, he too creates worlds and characters
within his plays that labor through traumas similar to Faulkner's, Ellison's and
Allende's characters. Sally McDonnell Barksdale Honors College alumnus Eric
Solomon recently researched the relationship between trauma and magical realism
in fiction focusing on Toni Morrison's Beloved and Jose Saramago's Blindness.
Solomon points to the healing power of literature because it gives characters the
ability to speak about their trauma,thereby moving towards healing(Solomon 39).
As Solomon points out, however, the mere retelling of trauma only leads to
restoration. The freedom of exploration in non-traditional, or magical, realistic texts
allows for the characters, and readers alike, to heal through a process on a
subconscious level through experiencing, more than just speaking (40). He writes,
"Magical Realism,thus,leads to a greater understanding of the self and the traumas
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experienced externally or within the self'(41) because ofthe element of escape
inherent in the realm of the magical and the real.
By focusing my attention on three of Tennessee Williams' plays. The Glass
Menagerie, Orpheus Descending,and Camino Real, 1 have identified within Williams'
work a new definition of magical realism specific to the theater. Outshining the
power of fiction to enthrall readers in the world of the magical real, Williams' plays
include the viewer. Inherent in his often unique and innovative styling, Williams
reapplies the definition ofthe extraordinary within the ordinary to the Southern
stage. The dualities and myths so key to magical realistic fiction transfer to
Williams' works as he redefines them within varied structures of time, reality, and
memory. Always reaching beyond the stage, Williams recognizes the incongruent
nature of his own cultural background and constructs a new world on the stage
wherein life's difficult questions might be answered,or at the least opened to
exploration.
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The Glass Menagerie: Magical Realism through Trauma and Memory
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Jim: It seemed almost like I was about to remember your name. But the name that I
started to call you~wasn‘t a name!And so / stopped myselfbefore / said it
Laura: Wasn't it Blue Roses?
Jim: Blue Roses!—My gosh,yes—Blue Roses! That's what I had on my tongue when
you opened the door!Isn't itfunny what tricks your memory plays?

Tennessee Williams' first successful play. The Glass Menagerie, which
premiered in 1944,touched audiences with its exposure of the fragile nature of
family life in the twentieth century. Dubbed a "memory play" by Williams himself,
the play’s narrator recounts memories of his past from a time in the undefined
present. The play's less than traditional qualities and major themes lend it to
association with Magical Realism. The Glass Menagerie does not perfectly fit with
the typical examples of magical realism associated with Latin American novelists in
the 1960s. Rather, Williams borrows elements from magical realism and
incorporates them into his play. In The Glass Menagerie,the magical real exists in
the mind of Tom Wingfield; in the fictional world he creates in his memory,actions
in the past are not necessarily static, making them more vulnerable to the wiles of
imagination. The magical realism of The Glass Menagerie unfolds in the use of
trauma and memory as Tennessee Williams establishes them through the use of
various forms of media and a non-traditional structure of time highlighted by echoes
of Romanticism.
The elements of The Glass Menagerie that most closely identify with magical
realism are each character's attempts to heal from past traumas within the realm of
Tom's memory. Because Tom relates the entire play from a place in the present with
continual references to incongruent instances in the past, the play takes on a dream
like quality. Some might argue that because The Glass Menagerie is not entirely
realistic, it cannot be classified as magical realism because a memory play in essence
real is not real. The presence of Tom Wingfield, however, counters this notion. As
stated in the chapter "Defining Magical Realism," one of the key elements of magical
15

realism is that the ordinary be infused with the extraordinary—an established
reality with the magical interwoven. According to Judith Thompson's Tennessee
William's Plays: Memory, Myth and Symbol,Tom's direction of the action establishes
a point of time in the present, which is the reality. Despite the fact that he moves
between participant and narrator of his own memories, he frames his story with his
own present time(Thompson 13). Audiences recognize the play's reality most
clearly in his monologues, making his moments of remembrance magical in that the
world he creates is fictional. Thompson also writes that the members of the
Wingfield family are "seeking escape, refuge, or rejuvenation" and "each imagines a
different version of a transcendent reality"(Thompson 15). The Wingfields' world
encompasses at least five variations of the same reality: Tom as the narrator, Tom as
a character, Amanda, Laura, and Jim, the gentleman caller. Each character works
through the tragedies and regrets of his or her own lives in his or her separate
versions of reality, thus embodying the magically realistic nature of the play.
Authors often use magical realism to help their fictional characters to
overcome, heal or cope with a trauma in their lives (Solomon 24). Because the
magical real allows for characters to face the horrors of their lives indirectly, they
can more easily move past them and grow as a result. The unique structure of The
Glass Menagerie, however, only allows for one character to ultimately escape his
life's trauma: present-day narrator Tom. The other characters, while they still
escape from their tortured realities momentarily through their memories and idyllic
worlds, remain locked in the past of Tom the narrator's mind.
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Mother Amanda Wingfield attempts to gloss over her trauma with idyllic
memories of her youth. She lives in former, better days because she cannot move
beyond the emotional bullet hole of her husband s abandonment. By continually
reviving and glorifying the golden days when men adored her,she attempts to fill
the void of being forsaken. Amanda commands the spotlight with such stories as
"All of my gentlemen callers were sons of planters and so of course 1 assumed that 1
would be married to one and raise my family on a large piece of land with plenty of
servants.

C442). Tom's memories of Amanda reliving her own memories allow her

to live in both the real and magically real worlds simultaneously. As a remedy for
her loneliness, Amanda both ignores reality and paints over it. For the most part.
her memories provide an escape; however,Tom shows the audience moments when
the reality peeks through the curtain of the imagined. In one of their arguments,
Amanda chides Tom,exclaiming,"You are the only young man that 1 know of who
ignores the fact that the future becomes the present, the present the past, and the
past turns into everlasting regret if you don't plan for it!"(429). Amanda's regret for
her past fuels her need to continually veneer her present with imaginatively better
circumstances. She lives in a world of her own creation, often forcing her children
to live there with her. Clearly, where Tom rebels against his mother, Laura simply
retreats.
As a result of feeling isolated in high school, Laura attempts to overcome the
emotional and social trauma associated with her physical handicap by retreating
into the world of her glass menagerie. Distinct from Amanda who overcompensates
for the trauma in her past, Laura creates a present reality for herself in which the
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world outside disappears. She admits to Jim O'Connor,"I don't do an5^hing—much.
0, please don't think I sit around doing nothing! My glass collection takes up a good
deal of time. Glass is something you have to take good care of(452). In dedicating
her life to a collection of perfectly constructed glass ornaments, Laura can imagine
herself without flaw. The magically real world of her glass menagerie exists without
handicaps, unrequited love, or inadequacy.
Sadly, Tom also shows the audience Laura's moments of clarity and
undeniable pain. When Laura and Jim talk alone in the den, he cracks into her
imagined world literally and metaphorically. Jim breaks the horn from Laura s most
no
prized glass unicorn, making him "just like ail the other horses"(457). Laura can
longer imagine the unicorn especially unique, and neither can she ignore her own
broken heart and dreams. She opens herself to being traumatized in her actual life
by allowing Jim O'Connor into the delicate places of her emotions. Though her
imagination allows her to escape,she cannot fully heal from her trauma.
Jim O'Conner offers a third version of reality that counterbalances the
warped realities present in the Wingfield family. As a fallen hero, Jim,like Laura and
Amanda, reflects on the choices of his past with nostalgia; however, he differs in that
his hope for the future and regret for the past never diminish his healthy view of the
present reality. While talking to Tom,Jim attempts to bring him out of escapism
through rationality, saying that Tom will "regret[paying member dues to The Union
of Merchant Seamen] when they turn the lights off' because he refuses to pay the
electric bill (441). During his one-on-one time with Laura, Williams juxtaposes
Laura's fixation with the past with Jim's unwavering energy for the future. Laura’s
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fascination with the old record player and lifeless glass animals oddly stands against
Jim’s interest with the Hall of Science. )im’s more objective sense of reality stems
from the balanced weight he gives to the past, present and the future. Though he
reveals to Laura his excitement for the future after visiting the Hall of Science, he
still enjoys the present, while admiring Laura's

old-fashioned” nature as well(448).

A rare beacon of normalcy,jim shows just how far out of reality the other characters
actually live.
Because the play unfolds from Tom’s memory,the audience sees Amanda
and Laura work through their life’s traumas only to the extent that Tom depicts
them. On the other hand,the audience watches as narrator Tom uses the play to
process his self-inflicted trauma and the guilt that stems from his abandoning of
Amanda and Laura. Unlike Amanda and her dreams ofthe past or Laura and her
glass menagerie. Tom escapes through the movie theater. In the world ofthe
movies, his real life disappears for a while and with it, his sense of responsibility.
For Tom,the magical real can be seen in both his dreamy recreation of his past and
the imaginary world of the movies. Amanda’s words in the final scene perfectly
summarize Tom’s desires,“You don’t know things anywhere! You live in a dream:
you manufacture illusions!” (463). Immediately after her accusation, Tom leaves the
family to go to "the movies,” “the moon,” or somewhere"much further (464).
Throughout the play, the audience sees Tom the character’s desire to be set free
from the burden of his family and Tom the narrator’s shame at leaving them
destitute. The battle of morality within him becomes his own personal albatross
and he the old sailor retelling his story for yet another audience.
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In The Glass Menagerie, the theme of escape and healing from trauma moves
inward from the main characters. On the outer ring, the progression begins with the
main characters Amanda,Laura,and Tom,then moves in to Tom the narrator, and
ultimately finds its source in the playwright himself, Tennessee Williams. The
biographical nature of the play leads viewers to conclude that because the
characters themselves labor through their personal hurt and agony,then the writer
himself does as well. In his article'The minimal magnified: Spain in The Glass
Menagerie," Eugenio Suarez-Galban reiterates that one "cannot miss the play's
evidently autobiographical sources so much commented on,from the very initials of
Tom Wingfield that coincide with those of the playwright,to his sister"(170-1]. He
goes further to connect Laura, nicknamed Blue Roses, with Tom's sister. Rose;
where Tom feels guilty for abandoning his crippled sister and crazed mother,
Tennessee Williams regretted his sister's lobotomy(Suarez-Galban 171}. For
Williams, the magically real lies in the creation of the Wingfields' world. The
retelling of his own story in an imaginatively creative form like a memory play
allows for personal expression of emotion in a way talking alone cannot fulfill.
The characters and the story of the play alone exemplify the heart of magical
realism, but the magical realistic elements of trauma and memory are reinforced in
The Glass Menagerie through several theatrical and literary devices. One of the most
obvious is the use of various forms of media to enrich the action of the play.
Williams' explicit stage directions calling for characters, dialogue, music,sound,also
include a requirement for a projection screen that requires inclusion. Should a
director leave out one of these elements, he or she would fail the audience.
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Neglecting to incorporate every aspect that helps build the magical real, would
deplete the pla/s power to reach beyond the stage.
In her article ‘*Fl3nng the Jolly Roger: Images of Escape and Selfhood in
Tennessee William's The Glass Menagerie" critic Lori Leathers Single dissects and
explains the use of the screen device in the play. First, the forty-three various images
and titles projected on the screen in the background reinforce the actions and
dialogue on stage (69). The use of the screen also perfectly mirrors how one's
memory might actually remember past events (74). The screen also brings the
viewer and Tom back to reality, a place where images and phrases are concrete and
the world of the memory is more magical. Single cites William's own words on the
necessity of the screen to provide a "new, plastic theater ‘to replace the exhausted
theatre of realistic conventions"(69). The screen itself transforms the play from the
ordinary to the extraordinary in keeping with the tradition of magical realism.
Because of the difficult nature of expressing and understanding the emotions
connected with each character's trauma,the use of the projector allows for a more
subtle revelation. Single writes,"these projections help Williams position his
audience to receive the difficult, but unavoidable truths about such family
situations (Single 74). In keeping with Maggie Ann Bowers' definition of magical
realism, the screen device functions as a physical manifestation of magical realism
fiction. Where normal words and actions fail, the magically real provides an
alternate, more creative route.
The second media of the play that reinforces the presence of magical realism
is the unique and "unrealistic" lighting of the play. Williams directs in the
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‘Production Notes" that the lighting should be like that of a painting by El Greco.
The "dusky atmosphere" created by the light gives the play a "less static nature"
(397). Williams goes even further to say that "in keeping with the atmosphere of
memory,the stage is dim. Shafts of light are focused on selected areas and actors"
(397). On a practical level, Williams notes that the dim lighting aids directors
because "it also permits a more effective use of the screen"(397). Because of
William’s reference to Spanish painter El Greco, Eugenio Suarez-Galban highlights
the use of lighting in his article on the Spanish qualities in the play. He writes, the
most direct result of this stage ambience is a sense of flexibility

even vagueness if

one wills—when it Comes to interpreting the play theatrically and textually (169).
The lighting works collaboratively with the screen in William's creation of a place
that mimics Tom's memory. In those memories,the real world and the world of his
mind intermingle.
Music is the third media used in The Glass Menagerie that reinforces the
presence of the magical real. Williams includes three sources of distinct music
within the play, the first of which is the play's main musical theme. William s
production notes articulate that the score of the play should be like circus music, or
carnival music. According to Williams, it"weaves in and out of your preoccupied
consciousness; then it is the lightest and most delicate music in the world and
perhaps the saddest"(396). The doleful, yet ethereal notes of the carnival music
resonate perfectly with the complex struggles of the main characters. On the surface,
the music sounds happy and light, like a carnival; but within the song are elements
of sorrow and loneliness, like the people behind the painted smiles.
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The second kind of music in the play comes from Laura's victrola. As a
reminder of her father and of a happier past, Laura turns to play the victrola as a
comfort when circumstances in reality prove overwhelming. When Jim first arrives
at the apartment, Laura greets him stiffly and awkwardly,only to run away
moments later with the excuse,"1 haven't finished playing the victrola"(438). Just
as with her glass menagerie, Laura finds comfort in the victrola music that allows
her retreat from awkward or painful parts of real life. The final source of music in
the play comes from the Paradise Dance Hall across the alley from the apartment
As "La Golondrina" plays in the background, Jim asks Laura to dance with him (455).
Usually the music only reminds Laura of her loneliness and lack of a dance partner,
but when Jim visits, the two make the music of their own. The presence of the music
and a dance partner helps Laura to dance. Instead of only imagining a world outside
her reality, for the briefest of moments,she actually lives a dream.
Williams develops the characters of The Glass Menagerie through their
memories and related traumas and then reinforces their thoughts and actions
through the projections, lighting and music. The final, and perhaps most pertinent,
incorporation of magical realism within the play is Williams'structuring of time. In
magical realism texts, the normal,linear nature of time is often disrupted or altered
to create a sense of other-worldliness within the setting. Williams' intentional
interweaving of the past, present and future in the play suits each character's
development better than a linear structure because it mimics the nature of memory.
Tom's recounting of individual memories in conjunction with the screen images
forms an organized time frame without being traditional. The relaxing of limitations
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in the play's temporal structure reflects in the lives of the characters, allowing them
freedom in the ways they cope with pain.
In The Glass Menagerie,as outlined by Sam Bluefarb in his article “The Glass
Menagerie: Three Visions of Time,” the three main characters attempt to escape the
restrictions of time that bind them to their circumstances. Tom and Amanda share a
struggle with the past and abandonment Where Amanda was left by all of her
gentlemen callers and her husband,Tom deserts Laura and Amanda. Complexly,
Amanda's past exists only in the context of Tom's memories of it in his own past, and
Tom conveys to the viewers that Amanda remains "emotionally bounded by the
past”(Bluefarb 513). While Amanda counsels Laura to find a husband,she ignores
flnding someone to love for her own sake because the memories are easier to live in
than her reality. According to Bluefarb Amanda's "life as a vivacious Southern belle
can be of significance only if the memory of that life is nourished and kept alive in
the fertile earth of her nostalgia”(513). Because of her insistence upon reliving her
supposedly glorious past,she can neither care for her family in the present nor have
any hopes of a stable future.
Clearly, Tom is also living in the past; the play itself speaks to his trouble with
moving beyond his memories of life with his mother and sister. He cries out in the
final scene,"Oh, Laura, Laura, I tried to leave you behind me, but I am more faithful
than I intended to be!”(465). Interestingly, Bluefarb notes that Tom has never
really succeeded in running away from the past,” and further that"perhaps he never
really meant to”(Bluefarb 515). Neither Tom nor Amanda grows up from his or her
past. Bound by what others have done to them and what they have done to others,
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they are paralyzed in their own imagined states of reality by their own choice of
inaction.
As Amanda and Tom circle around the past, Laura settles in the present
Bluefarb writes that Laura "unlike her brother and her mother,can face the
present—but only to the extent that she recognizes the truth about herself in that
present"(516). If Laura denies viewing herself as a fragile and beautiful young
woman with the hope of a future, then she is certainly doomed to forever remain
frozen in the glass world of her little menagerie. Williams infuses the play with the
magical real but does not surrender to it entirely; therefore, Laura,though she aims
to avoid any more pain by way of her imagination,falls short when confronted with
reality. Bluefarb explains:
When Laura surrenders to the timeless world of her glass animals,it
is not simply because she wishes to escape from the world of the
present into a world of fantasy and delusion, but precisely because
she can look the present fully in the face—if only for a moment

and

know it for what it is: an ugly misshapen lameness, which all of
Amanda's euphemisms can never eradicate.(516-17)
Through Laura, Williams personifies one of the most essential elements of magical
realism—the necessity of viewing the world through a different lens to make sense
of the pain. Laura's glass menagerie is that lens. Her glass menagerie only provides
a way to cope with her life's difficulties. In terms of magical realism, Laura does not
fit the mold because she does not heal from her trauma; however,the magical real
does allow her to view the present reality with a little more ease.
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All of the elements mentioned thus far are connected and highlighted by the
play's tendency towards Romanticism that also helps define The Glass Menagerie
within the realm of the magical real. As Bert Cardullo argues in his article "The Blue
Rose of SL Louis: Laura, Romanticism,and The Glass Menagerie/'Laura represents
the goal of the nineteenth century Romantics: a return to an appreciation of beauty
in the face of an industrialized society. Cardullo writes that Laura Wingfield
"escapes from her mid-twentieth century urban predicament in SL Louis,as
someone of a Romantic temperament would,through art and music—through the
beauty of her glass menagerie and of the records she plays on her Victrola"
(Cardullo 81). Williams'allowance for Laura to experience nature and art in the
confines of her very non-Romantic apartment enhances the presence of the magical
real within the play. As Laura envisions herself in a place like The Jewel Box,filled
with tropical flowers,dancing and music, her fantasies for ideal beauty and
romantic love take her to a place not limited by social, economic or physical
obstacles.
Tennessee Williams' The Glass Menagerie exemplifies through a varying
assortment of theatrical and literary elements that the playwright clearly identified
with the magical real. Williams' expression of memory and trauma most plainly
relates with the magical real, while his blend of innovative theatrical and cinematic
components alongside altered schemas of time bolsters that connection. Ultimately,
the spirit of Williams' The Glass Menagerie embodies the magical real,for in
breaking from the norms of theatrical reality, he defines his play within the unreal of
the world of theater.
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Orpheus Descending: Magical Realism through Myth and Marginalization

Stretlitzia, commonly known as "bird of paradise

Val: You know they's a kind ofbird that don't have legs so it can't light on
nothing but has to stay all its life on its wings in the sky?

Lady: —I'd like to be one ofthose birds.

Though Tennessee Williams' play Orpheus Descending might be considered
one of his least successful, Williams cared and nursed the play from its predecessor
Battle ofAngels for more than seventeen years. Despite poor reception, however,the
play remains emotionally charged because of it's depiction ofsome of the theater's
loneliest characters. Infused with ancient m3d:hs that resound with the weight of
history, the magical real offers an outlet for its marginalized characters as they
search for hope, or at the least, human connection.
As Latin American and Asian writers and pla3^rights have shown,local and
ancient m5d:hs alike provide the perfect framework for magically real texts.
According to Steven F. Walker in his essay "Magical Archetypes,""myths and dreams
are often full of incongruous and unlikely happenings,and so are magical realist
texts (Walker 348). The nature of the m5^h being grounded in the real, but also
having elements of the very unreal,feeds perfectly into the summation of magical
realism as the extraordinary in the ordinary. Vital to magical realism's relationship
to the m3fthical is the connection of the m)^h with the ordinary life. In her book.
History and Memory in the Two Souths, Deborah N. Cohn identifies the similarities
between the literature of South America and the Southern United States. In the
chapter "To See or Not to See," she points to the necessary link between life and
m5^h. She writes that,"the marvelous real was seen to emerge out of life on this
side of the Atlantic...identified in cultural artifacts, rituals, and natural reality; it was
also to be found in supernatural feats, further mythologized by the collective
memory that preserved and transmitted them"(Cohn 101). The power of the myth
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in magical realist texts, therefore, lies in the myth's connection to the culture and
that culture's transcending acceptance of the less realistic components.
In Orpheus Descending, Williams skillfully incorporates not only ancient
myths, but also Christian beliefs and essential characteristics of the local. Southern
culture. As the title suggests,the most obvious myth within the play is the Orpheus
m5^h; however, Nancy Baker Traubitz argues in her article,"Myth as the Basis of
Dramatic Structure in Orpheus Descending" for the presence of other m5^hs as well.
She identifies at least "five separate myth patterns: the loss of Eden,the battle of
angels, Christ, Orpheus,and Adonis” within the play(58). For Traubitz, the myths
provide the basic structure and driving components of the play. In breaking down
each of the three acts,she determines that all the acts begin in the story of Eden,
move to connections with Jesus,and end with the Orpheus m5^h (Figure 1, Traubitz
62). Though the connections to the myths are evident and strong, Traubitz also
notes occasionally, the relationship between the myth and its referent within the
naturalistic context of the literal context becomes tenuous"(64). Despite the
occasional incongruence between the m3^hical persona and the play's characters,
the dominating presence of the myths,especially the Orpheus myth, elevate the
play's realistic grounding to that of the extraordinary.
The m}^h of Orpheus and Eurydice,as told by Edith Hamilton in Mythology
recounts the tragically romantic tale of the musically talented demi-god Orpheus.
According to the legend, Orpheus outplayed all others on the lyre and wooed the
maiden Eurydice. Shortly after their marriage a snake bite her and she died;
determined to have her back, Orpheus ventured to the underworld and charmed all
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the creatures, there including Hades himself. The god ofthe underworld returned
Eurydice to Orpheus on the condition that he could not look back at her until they
reach the earth. Though he valiantly attempted to bring to life the dead, Orpheus's
curiosity got the better of him and he looked back. Losing Eurydice forever, he was
overcome with grief and wandered the earth alone. Eventually he was ravaged by a
band of frenzied Maenads and torn limb from limb. Williams' incorporation of this
myth,as well as others, within the context of the South enhances the unrealistic
qualities of the play allowing for transcendence beyond the stereot5q)ical gossipridden small town.
As pointed out by Judith Thompson in her book Tennessee Williams'Plays:
Memory, Myth, and Symbol, Williams takes the myths and structures the play within
them "in a modern existential version”(82). In a comparison of characters in
Orpheus Descending with the Orpheus myth, Val Xavier stands in as Orpheus, Lady
Torrance as his Eurydice, and Lady's husband Jabe, as Hades, with the entirety of the
play set in the underworld of Jabe's local store (82). Generally speaking,the
characters follow the above pattern; however,as noted by Nancy Traubitz, the
mythical connections between characters do overlap. Val Xavier, in particular, is the
most multifaceted. Thompson adds that on top of his identification with Orpheus,
Val "assumes the roles of benevolent saint, neophyte shaman,and ironic Christ
(84). His last name alone, Xavier, associates him with Christ, as a Savior for the
women of Two River County. He enters the end of the first scene with his "wild
beauty," snakeskin jacket and guitar as the youth and life of the play, but only after
the Conjure Man's primitive and evocative Choctaw cry (19). As the Orpheus icon.
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he stands to bring back from hell, or death, his Eurydice, Lady Torrance. His guitar,
like Orpheus'lyre, represents his ability to woo those around him with music and
sensuality, especially Lady,as evidenced in the final scene of Act II. Lady cries that
she needs Val “TO GO ON LIVING!!!" The two join each other in the alcove where
"the guitar continues softly for a few moments” then stops,leading to the
assumption that Val gives Lady the life for which she is so desperate (69). The
combined characteristics of Christ and Orpheus function to set Val Xavier's fate; a
mysterious and unexplainable force will attempt to save the lost and will ultimately
fail. In linking Val to archetypal figures, Williams aggrandizes Val, a vagabond,to the
status of a m)^hic hero.
The women of Orpheus Descending also represent various female m3d:hical
characters. Where Val embodies Orpheus and Christ, his feminine counterparts are
Eurydice and St. Veronica. As a version of Eurydice, Lady Torrance plays counter to
Val as a woman in need of rescue and a life renewed. Lady's life with Jabe has left
her barren and devoid of all joy. Before meeting Val "[she mutters under her breath:)
-Porcia la miseria!—1 wish I was dead, dead, dead...."[31). Her life with the elderly,
ill, and miserable Jabe figuratively places her in her own version of hell, a broken
down store without the prospect of love or even children, much like the Eurydice of
the myth. In an ancient attempt to save the ironic heroine, Val both succeeds and
fails. During the climactic final scene of the play Lady shouts to Val,“You've done
what you came here to do....You've given me life, you can go!"[94). As her Orpheus,
Val attempts to bring Lady out of death and hell, but as Eurydice, she can never
leave. In keeping with the Orpheus myth, Val's "looking back" at Eurydice, Lady,
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happens when he turns to stay with her after discovering her pregnancy. Jabe,the
sadistic god of her life in the underworld store, keeps her in an eternal hell when his
"bullet strikes her, expelling her breath in a great'Hah!'"(95). Just as Eurydice
never escapes Hades and Orpheus dies at the hands of the Maenads, Lady forever
remains in the store and the stereotypical southern mob torches Val. M5d:h becomes
reality for Williams' characters. In the intertwining of the m5d:hical and the present
day, Williams endows his characters with the weight of history, but also the
potential for change.
As seen in Val's on-stage relationship with Vee Talbott,the tragedy of the
Orpheus myth cannot completely overrule Williams' hopefiil incorporation ofSt
Veronica's life in Orpheus Descending. Vee Talbott, wife of Sheriff Talbot,stands for
religious morals as much as she can in her hellish environment Baker Traubitz
clarifies the mythical connection of the characters to Christ and Saint Veronica
explaining,"like Saint Veronica, who gave Christ her veil to wipe his forehead on his
journey to Calvary, Vee dispenses mercy"[Traubitz 59). As St Veronica showed
mercy to Christ, Vee shows kindness to Val Xavier. Vee explains to Dolly and Beulah
in the first scene that she rescued Val from the storm,gave him a place to sleep, and
is helping him get a job with Lady Torrance (21). Just as Vee spreads compassion,
she promotes and infuses the community with her Christian ideals.
Through her primitive artwork, Vee paints Christianity into the lives of her
townspeople and their surroundings. Val explains that she does so to make sense of
an existence in the terrible Two River County (58). She attempts to paint what God
reveals to her in visions; naturally, the community dismisses her visions as lunacy.
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In Act III, scene ii, Vee enters the stage exclaiming,"I'm—stn/c/f Mnd//'explaining to
Val, her only listener,"1 saw the eyes of my Saviour!—They struck me blind. Ohhhh,
they burned out my eyes!"(76). Only Val the Savior accepts her loss of sight as an
exchange of earthly vision for heavenly vision. As the two positive spiritual
characters of the play, they come together in "complete understanding and
agreement"(77). In their deep spiritual connection, however, readers cannot
dismiss Val as the Orpheus in love with his Eurydice. His sexuality as Orpheus
intermingles with his association to Christ in that Val and Vee's relationship is also
one of"highly charged, barely repressed physical desire"(Traubitz 60). The
somewhat tainted nature of Vee and Val's spiritual relationships serves as a
reminder that Val will ultimately not save Vee, Lady, or Two River County. While he
embodies Christ, his Orphic nature also rules. Likewise, the play ends the night
before Easter Sunday and Val has the opportunity to be the risen Christ, but the
Orpheus within him looks back to Lady and he dies. Through both the Orpheus
myth and the story of Christ, Williams layers the play with myths that create within
the characters themselves a sense of the inexplicable nature of the unreal.
Williams uses the less central characters of the play and the play's setting to
incorporate other mythical connections in Orpheus Descending beyond the more
obvious Orpheus and Christ to Val. In the Conjure Man, Williams brings the wild,
mystic shaman of Choctaw and African descent into direct contact with a
stereotypically Southern town. For clothes, he wears tattered garments
"fantastically bedizened with many talismans and good-luck charms of shell and
bone and feather" and "his blue-black skin is daubed with cryptic signs in white
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paint"(18). While his appearance and behavior alone signify his mystic power, his
primitive howling cry defines his earthly empowerment. To set the play in motion,
Carol Cutrere asks the Conjure Man to give the "Choctaw cry," and before he exits
the first scene "the Negro throws back his head and completes it: a series of barking
sounds that rise to a high sustained note of wild intensity"(19). Moments later, Val
Xavier makes his first appearance on the stage, as if a product of the Conjure Man's
powerful cry. In the end, after Lady and Val have both been killed, the Conjure Man
once again utters the savage cry as if he both dismisses and mourns Val's existence
with the powers of the wild. Donald P. Costello writes in his article "Tennessee
Williams''CONJURE MAN'In Script and Screen" that the Conjure Man "conjures up
visions, and myths. And while allowing tragedy to run its inevitable course, he can
still laugh with a secret awareness ofsomething dim yet radiant, deep inside reality"
(267). As an unexplained and unrealistic character, the Conjure Man adds yet
another facet of the marvelous to the play.
Williams builds upon the mythical, the spiritual, and the primordial elements
he develops in the characters of the play through onstage visual and offstage
auditory components. The first line of stage direction in the play reads,"the set
represents in nonrealistic fashion a general dry-goods store and part of a connection
'confectionery' in a small Southern town"(9,emphasis mine). From the very start of
the play, Williams denotes the accepted presence of the unexplainable in the
otherwise ordinary small town shop. Beyond the description of the scenery, the
construction of the set alone reinforces both the Christian and Orpheus m5^hical
veins. Separated into two levels, the Torrance Mercantile Store portrays the perfect
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heaven and hell arrangement. Having the action of the play occur in the lower
portion of the store implies that Lady, Eurydice, works in hell, and Val, her Savior
and Orpheus, descends into the pit A “black skeleton of a dressmaker's dummy"(9)
and lack of light(25) enhance the underworld setting. In contrast,the hidden alcove
in the set “masked by an Oriental drapery which is worn dim but bears the formal
design of a gold tree with scarlet fruit and fantastic birds" brings in elements of the
exotic as well as pointing toward the Christian Eden and Tree of Life (9). The
combination of the visual aspects of the play, along with references to the play's
“nonrealistic" nature (9,12), orients the characters within the realm of the magical
real.
Amplilying the visual components of the play, Williams subtly integrates
poignant music and unsettling offstage noises with the dialogue and action to
further the magical real essence of Orpheus Descending. When the Conjure Man first
comes on stage a "phrase of primitive music or percussion" announces his presence
(18)as if an African tribe or Native American ritual ceremony were about to
commence. Val plays his iconic guitar,signed by several famous blues musicians, on
several occasions. His acoustic, bluesy sounds haunt the play with the sadness of
minor notes and syncopated rhythms (34-35). When Lady remembers her father
and his wine garden, mandolin music floats into the scene to help recreate the aura
of a memory(54). Adding to the repertoire of distinctive music is the calliope tune
heard when Lady references the opening of her confectionery(73). Though Jabe
wrongly assumes that the calliope music means the circus is in the county, his
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implication rings true in that the characters and the setting are reminiscent of a
haunted carnival.
The music alone fills in any gaps left by the characters and the setting in the
fabric of the play's magical real nature, but Williams adds the final touch with the
inclusion of the off-stage dog barking. Working again within the framework of the
hellish setting, Williams calls for the sound of dogs barking and car horns honking
throughout the play (30). The chaos of the multiple car horns and the bays of the
dogs create a cacophony of dissonant sounds that intensifies the atmosphere of an
inferno. In the final scene of the play, Williams' directions note,"the Marshall’s
hounds are restless: their baying is heard now and them"(82). Reminiscent of
Hades and his hellhounds, the dogs act as auditory demons. The town mob imitates
the hounds and become animals in their killing of Val. Like the dogs' ba5dng,"the
men cry out together in hoarse passion crouching towards the fierce blue jet of fire,
their faces lit by it like the faces of demons"(96). The animalistic noises blend the
mythic deaths of the main characters and the unnatural setting to create an
inexplicable but powerfully felt place and time.
If ancient myths and iconic characters provide the bone structure of
Williams' Orpheus Descending, then the voices of the marginalized and powerless
are the heart and lungs. The muted words and actions of Two River County's
outcasts and oddballs pump throughout the body ofthe play through the ventricle
system provided by magical realism. Cohn addresses the connection between
marginalization and magical realism as she compares Ralph Ellison's The Invisible
Man and Isabelle Allende's The House ofthe Spirits. She points to the hallmark
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writers of magical realism like Gabriel Garcia Marquez and Alejo Carpentier,
surmising that magical realism works give voice to those people on the periphery of
history. She writes,"realist narrative as well as that of history, does not include the
experience of the groups that have been excluded from mainstream reality and
deprived of its benefits" therefore, those writing the stories of history's minority
must pull from the ‘“nonrealist' or un'real'"(102). In magical realism, writers
essentially redefine reality. For Williams, this redefinition of reality occurs in a
Southern town where wealthy white men,like Robert Penn Warren's Willie Stark
have typically been the stars of the show. Williams gives a voice to multiple female
characters, a musical nomad,and the town shaman of mixed Native American and
African descent
The collection of women characters that assemble in the Torrance Mercantile
Store include Dolly and Beulah the town gossips. Miss Porter the nurse, Vee Talbott,
the spiritual visionary, Carol Cutrere, the exiled former society girl, and Lady
Torrance. As the play's female lead. Lady Torrance shows her tough skin grown
from years of emotional abuse at the hands of a tyranical husband. Lady's gender
alone classifies her in the periphery of history, but Williams characterizes her as a
woman ready to redefine herself as independent Williams allows a woman,
oppressed by her murdering husband,the opportunity to create newness within the
realm of her death-house by running her husband's store and opening her own
confectionery. In her seduction of Val,she proves her prowess,albeit fatal, to create
new life within herself. Williams adheres to what Cohn identifies in Allende’s work
as a feminist approach to marginalization through the magical real. She writes.
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"accordingly, magical realism is refigured [in The House ofthe Spirits] from a
feminist perspective to describe women's experiences and strengths within a maledominated system"(109). Williams enhances the elements of the unreal through
emotions typically unexplored in male perspective by showing life from the
perspective of the female characters, especially Lady Torrance.
Second to Lady Torrance’s lead is Williams’ Carol Cutrere. Though Carol
spends less time on the stage, her powerful and fantastic presence more than
equates her with Lady as a leading, marginalized female character. Williams
describes Carol as "past thirty and,lacking prettiness,she has an odd,fugitive
beauty which is stressed, almost to the point offantasy’ with her "face and lips
powdered white and the eyes outlined and exaggerated with black pencil and the
lids tinted blue"(15). Despite the fact that she comes from "the oldest and most
distinguished" family in the county, her appearance reflects her wild and
exhibitionist nature (15). Banned from Two River County for her eccentric behavior
and "looking" escapades,she routinely breaks her restrictions. In a long speech to
Val upon meeting him,she describes herself as "a ‘lewd vagrant’ And I’m showing
the 'S.O.B.S’ how lewd a ‘lewd vagrant’ can be if she puts her whole heart in it like I
do mine!"(28). Carol puts up a tough front as a free bird, but in actuality, she longs
for connection just like Lady, Vee,and every other character in the play. Throwing
herself at Va,l she confesses,"I’d love to holdyou that way, with that same-tender
protection^ (51). Williams exemplifies in Carol both legal and social
marginalization, especially in that she associates with the town’s most isolated
character, the Conjure Man.
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The women of the play represent those who suffer gender and social
marginalization; through the Conjure Man,Williams incorporates the racially and
ethnically marginalized as well. The Conjure Man may contradict John Donne in that
he is an island, entirely of himself since the only person who claims him as family is
Carol Cutrere, using the pet name "Uncle Pleasant"(19). As a man of mixed descent,
African and Native American, he represents not one minority culture, but two.
Unaccepted by the white community,the black community,or the Native American
community, he roams the town in ragged,tattered clothes—the perfect embodiment
of the marginalized. Famed Latin American novelist Alejo Carpentier identifies
magical realism's connection to the culturally diverse in his article "Baroque and the
Marvelous Real." Though he addresses magical realism in South America,the power
of his words transfers to Williams' American South as well:
The American baroque develops along with criollo culture, with the
meaning of criollo, with the self-awareness of the American man,be
he the sons of a white European,the son of a black African or an
Indian born on the continent—the awareness of being Other, of being
new,of being symbiotic, of being a criollo.(100)
Carpentier continues that out of the Baroque comes the magical real. loan Mellen
comments on Carpentier in her book Literary Topics: Magical Realism that through
his texts he "discovers that only out of diversity, a melange of races and cultures, can
magic realism take root"(13). The Conjure Man's racial and ethnic origin, therefore,
facilitates Williams' implication that he conjures into being the character of Val
Xavier. Ultimately and ironically, the town's two most marginalized characters.
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Carol and the Conjure Man,exhibit the most power of all the play's characters in that
they "call" Val into the first scene and dismiss the play when he dies. The play itself
becomes their story, a story of the outcasts and the overlooked,a story ofthe
fugitive kind.
Carol sees in Val a nature similar to her own in that he too lives on the outer
edges of the community. As a roaming musician, he had made it his life's mission to
be "the kind that's never been branded"(38). He opens up to Lady in the last scene
of Act I that he wishes he could be like the birds of paradise "that don't have no legs
so it can't light on nothing but has to stay all its life on its wings in the sky"(38). In
the freedom of living in the sky, Val believes the pain and heartache ofthe earth can
never corrupt the birds. Knowing well the loneliness of living on the outside, he
speaks his own,sad truth to Lady,"I'm tellin' you it's the truth, we got to face it,
we're under a lifelong sentence to solitary confinement inside our own lonely skins
for as long as we live on this earth!"(43). Recognizing and relating to Val's migrant
nature, Carol stands as the only character who offers him a way out
Where Lady indirectly causes Val's death, Carol pleads with him,“The
message I came here to give you was a warning of danger! I hoped you'd hear me
and let me take you away before it's—too late"(52).She speaks with the wisdom of
experience as a member of the marginalized, prophetically announcing Val's fatal
branding. Attaching himself to Lady,landing on her earth, he becomes like the
legless birds that only touch the ground to die. In the end, Val forever remains in the
margins of the community.They never accepted him and ultimately kill him,leaving
only his snakeskin jacket. As if they expected Val to fall, Carol closes the play by
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taking his jacket for herself because to her it is a "token passed from one to another,
so that the fugitive kind can always follow their kind”(97). The Conjure Man gives
one final Choctaw cry and the real replaces the unreal as Sheriff Talbott arrives to
try and make sense of the death around him.Through the fantastic and marvelous
characters of Carol and the Conjure Man, Williams intonates the tragic lives ofthose
on the periphery.
The multiple mythic characters and relationships within Tennessee Williams'
Orpheus Descending lay the framework for the story of the marginalized to be heard.
As Williams includes all manner of fantastic characters and music, he creates on an
ordinarily bare stage a place and time of unreal proportions whereby he gives voice
to the roamers, the displaced,and the unwelcomed from the darker side of big white
plantation houses of the Romanticized South. Williams says of the play,"it is a play
about unanswered questions that haunt the hearts of people and the difference
between continuing to ask them...and the acceptance of prescribed answers that are
not answers at all” (4). Through Orpheus Descending,Williams puts on the stage the
words of Luis Leal in his article "Magical Realism in Spanish America." Leal writes,
"in magical realism the writer confronts reality and tries to untangle it, to discover
what is mysterious in things, in life, in human acts"(121). The inadequacy of the
ordinary merits the use of the extraordinary to express the age-old, ironic dilemma
of loneliness in the midst of community.
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Camino Real: Time and the Carnivalesque in Magical Realism

Don Quixote: The violets in the mountains have broken the rocks!

On its first night in the theater, Camino Real was less than a hit In fact, after
only sixty performances the play closed down. Many people left the theater during
the intermissions demanding their money back. Williams, having established
himself in the world of theater with works like A Streetcar Named Desire, Cat on a
Hot Tin Roof, and The Glass Menagerie, struck audiences with an unexpected splash
of cold water in Camino Real Perhaps the negative responses stemmed from a
misunderstanding of Williams' nontraditional, more plastic-theater or the
appearance of a lack of plot and structure. Whatever the case may have been,
Williams later wrote of the play that he "never for one minute supposed that the
play would seem obscure and confusing to anyone who was willing to meet it
halfway” (744). In an attempt to meet the play more than halfway, I have found
treasures tucked away in its corners. Through the carnivalesque and the magical
real, Williams expresses the heartbeat of his era in a medley of archetypical
characters stranded in a purgatory where subjective time and arbitrary power rule
over reality.
The structure of time within Camino Real proves one of the more challenging
aspects of the play to embrace due to Williams' usfe of its multiple forms. Though
the action of the play moves forward in a linear fashion, Williams incorporates
within that standard structure other perspectives on time as well. As perceived by
the characters, Williams makes use of a subjective view of time that varies
depending on the emotion of the scene. Williams also infuses the play with several
implications of the cyclical nature of time. By melding an assortment of time
structures within the course of one play, Williams brings the magical real to the
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Camino Real. In his book The Spirit ofCarnival: Magical Realism and the Grotesque
David Danow explores magical realism and the carnivalesque in Latin American and
Post-World War II literature. He addresses the use oftime in his chapter on magical
realism, arguing,"the way time is perceived in the magical realist text is bound to be
skewed" because of the simple question why not?(Danow 73). In the magically real,
the unexplainable happens within the ordinary; therefore,that same inexplicability
can and should be applied to the nature of time(Danow 73). Within Camino Real,
Williams answers the question of why not? through a mad hatter's collection oftime
structures strung together by the characters'simultaneous experiences ofthem.
Williams speaks to his expression oftime in the foreword,affirming,"a convention
of the play is its existence outside oftime in a place of no specific locality' (743);
therefore he purposefully placed a profound sense of the unknown into the fiber of
the play.
To begin, Williams frames the entirety of the play in the most natural time
structure, the linear. Organized into sixteen blocks and three main sections, the play
progresses only at the word of the play's onstage director, host,and hotel manager,
Gutman. Each block begins or ends at Gutman's pronouncement such as "Block Four
on the Camino Real!"(770). Williams varies when the announcement occurs: often
before the next block, after the preceding block, or a few lines into the current block.
Nevertheless, Gutman never once fails to keep the forward motion of the play s
action until Don Quixote awakes from his sleep. Jan Balakain wrote an article
entitled "Camino Real: Williams' allegory about the fifties" in which he details the
play's direct correlation with the political and social movements of the 1950s. He
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addresses Gutman’s position as the play's timekeeper(quoting John Mason Brown
of the Saturday Review),"Williams used Gutman as a theatrical device because he
'wanted the regular announcement of the blocks as they come along to have the
whiplike quality of time"’(69). Neither time nor Gutman shows mercy on the
Camino Real; time marches forward and so must the characters. The linear time
structure likens more to a framework.
Williams structures the play with a typical understanding of time as linear to
provide a schema for easier exploration of his less typical portrayals of time,such as
the cyclical. The non-linear expression of time then becomes Williams' means for
the characters' ends. If linear time propels them continually forward without rest or
leave, then the cyclical allows for repetition of what has already past Danow
explains that in the magical real,"time is thus frequently presented as cyclical,
rather than linear" so that characters experience "a kind of‘eternal recurrence'"
(Danow 74). On the Camino Real, Williams demonstrates the cyclical nature oftime
in the play's beginning and end. The play starts with Don Quixote falling asleep at
dawn, declaring,"at daybreak tomorrow 1 will go on from here with a new
companion"(753). The play cycles through his night of sleep and ends where it
begins, on the Camino Real, with the replacement ofSancho Pancho.
The most significant time cycle of the play involves Esmerelda and Kilroy. As
part of a mockingly ritualistic ceremony of purification, the Gypsy holds the Fiesta to
celebrate Esmerelda becoming a virgin again with the full moon. In her article,"The
Mythic Vision in Tennessee William's Camino Real, Diane Turner recognizes the
moon's cycle in relation to Esmerelda's purification but notes sadly that the purity
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it bestows can never be permanent...she must now perform her most important
task; she must'choose the hero/ so the cycle can start again"(247]. The audience
watches as Kilroy begins the play with innocence and in linear time, but clumsily
gets caught in the gyre of the G3TDsy daughter and the "meaningless time ofthe
Camino Real"(240). Positively, the cyclic nature of time,for Kilroy, offers a means
to slow from the continual forward thrust oflinear time; and for Esmerelda,it
provides regeneration and renewal,albeit brief.
On a minor note, Williams calls for the image of a phoenix painted on silk to
"be softly lighted now and then in the play,since resurrections are so much a part of
its meaning"(749). The cycle of the mythic phoenix's life and death serves

as a

continual visual example of what happens in each of the character's lives on the
Camino Real. Don Quixote,though he does not die,falls asleep and awakens in the
end. The street cleaners kill Kilroy, but La Madrecita takes him out oflife on the
Camino and places him in reality with Quixote. Jacques and Marguerite suffer
through the toils of a broken and dysfunctional relationship but ultimately find
solace in their togetherness. Finally, Quixote proclaims in the final scene that the
h3/q)othetical "violets in the mountains have broken the rocks! (842). On the one
hand,the time cycles have the potential for repetition to the point of
meaninglessness. On the other, the cyclical representations of time slow the pace of
the play and offer the hope of regeneration in the face ofthe strict linear structure.
Time on the Camino Real operates as a framework in the linear and provides
regeneration through a pattern in the cyclical, but Williams adds yet another view of
time specific to the characters, the subjective. James Coakley addresses Williams'
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use of time in the play in his article "Time and Tide on the Camino Real" Coakley
explains that Williams "presents time as discursive,arbitrary, and above all
subjective"(233). In the climactic chaos scene of Block Nine,the characters
frantically race about in an attempt to catch a ride on the escape plane.The Fugitive.
Marguerite desperately argues with the Pilot about money and her papers, while
Lord and Lady Mulligan race to the plane. In actual time,the entire scene probably
runs for three minutes, but to heighten the tension ofthe characters, Williams
allows for time to speed up. The travel agent makes near back-to-back
announcements Four minutes! The Fugitive leaves in four minutes!"a whistle blows
then he immediately shouts again "Three minutes, the Fugitive leaves in three
minutes! (801). In squeezing what should last ten minutes into almost three,
Williams heightens Marguerite's and the Mulligans's strained emotions. If time,the
basic measurement of existence is subject to arbitrary change,then the entirety of
the play takes on the essence of fluidity, malleability,and the unreal.
Williams also expresses time's subjectivity as it relates to groups and types of
people within the play. Modeled after the way people in real life treat time and the
way time has treated them, Williams speaks to the world outside the Camino Real as
much as he does to the fictional characters within it Coakley goes on in his article to
explain the relationship of each group to the way they perceive time. First he
explains that "three groups inhabit the Camino:the outcasts—the bums and drunks
of a flophouse; the decadents—Marguerite Gautier,jacques Casanova,and the Baron
de Charlus; and the idealists—Don Quixote, Kilroy and Lord Byron"(234). Coakley
details that the outcasts "ignore time," the decadents are terrified of time," and the
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idealists hold onto their past but ultimately decides "to depart into life against time's
ravages," facing the unknown with courage. Williams artftilly relates the unreal
world of Camino to the real world in that he demonstrates how people in real life
view, work around, and manipulate time. Bridging the gap between the real and the
unreal on the basis of time lines up with magical realism. The pla/s ability to
approach the perception of time through a new,less-real lens permits both
characters and audiences the opportunity to work through the simultaneous reality
of a former, present, and future self.
For Williams, dreams provided the most appropriate mode for the
manipulation of time. Diane Turner defines the play's structure as a "dream-vision,
theorizing that "the concept of dreaming is employed again and again—indeed the
entire drama is a dream fantasy of Don Quixote, that master dreamer of ideals
(238). Reminding audiences of Quixote's famous quest to "dream the impossible
dream," Williams orients the play from the start within the realm ofthe impossible.
The existence of the Camino Real within the context ofa dream endows characters
with an intense, albeit hazy,self-awareness. More importantly, the dream context
ensures the feasibility of extraordinary happenings,such as the aforementioned
resurrections. Within the dream, Williams gives himselfthe leeway to decorate the
play with the carnivalesque.
Tennessee Williams' careful use of time in Camino Real is only one tie in its
relationship with the magical real; he strengthens that connection with his use of
both a literal and metaphorical sense of the carnival. For the purpose of
clarification, David Danow defines the distinction between the carnival and the
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carnivalesque as they relate to the magical real. He details that in the carnival
“commonly held values of a given cultural milieu are reversed,the generally
accepted rules of polite behavior are overruled"(3). When authors work that spirit
of carnival into their story, it can make "the extraordinary or'magical' as viable a
possibility as the ordinary or 'real,' so that no true distinction is perceived or
acknowledged between the two”(3). In the carnivalesque,the magical real can
thrive. Danow explains that reversals and revolts, contradictions,and
transformations exemplily the spirit of the carnival in fictional form. Williams
Camino Real not only includes all of the above manifestations of the carnivalesque,
but also gives audiences a ticket into an actual carnival.
In the most basic of terms, Williams floods the plays with iconic images of a
festival-fair that give the audience a visual sense of the carnival before he delves
further into the essence of the carnival. Danow writes that closely related to the
“transformations or reversals offate and fortune" associated with the carnival is
the circus where clowns, illusions, and festivities run rampant(Danow 55). In
Camino Real, the obvious clown is none other than the washed up American fighter.
Kilroy enters the Camino Real as a former boxer with his "golden boxing gloves slung
about his neck" wearing a "ruby-and-emerald-studded" belt “w/t/i the word CHAMP in
bold letters"(764). When Gutman,the Camino's mini-dictator, finds him, however,
he physically forces him into a patsy costume that includes a "redfright wig, a big
crimson nose that lights up and has horn rimmed glasses attached," and a pair of
clown pants that have a hugefootprint on the seat"(779). Gutman makes a mockery
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of Kilroy's idealistic naivety, as if the only room for such lunacy on the Camino Real
is behind an equally laughable face.
Beyond the clown icon, Williams also includes an actual carnival, of sorts,
appropriately orchestrated by the Gypsy. Williams devotes the entire eleventh
block to a festival of renewal that mimics a big top,three-ring circus act Williams
plays on the comical aspect of the circus in that he dresses Kilroy in yet another
ridiculous outfit before his attempt at escape:'‘Kilroy emergesfrom the Pawn Shop in
grotesque disguise, a turban, dark glasses, a burnoose and an umbrella''(S12): Then,
a crowd of women strip off his disguise and he mounts the stairs that lead out, as if
climbing to the top of a big trapeze. Hesitant to walk out on the delicate wire that is
the Terra Incognita, Esmerelda calls to him to stay and fight Ultimately, Esmerelda
speaks to the long-lost hope of his former glory. Returning to her, Kilroy yells,
"GERONIMO!" and makes his trapeze-like descent by taking a “flying leapfrom the
stairs into the center ofthe plaza”(813). To round off the act, the entire on-stage
cast dance with fervor around "Kilroy the Champ," offer him flowers for a fantastic
performance, and yell a resounding "OLE!” while the curtain falls (814). Williams
carefully blends the comedy of the circus with the unreal and the absurd as a basic
articulation of the carnival.
Williams moves beyond the literal carnival to subtly express the spirit of
carnival, or the carnivalesque, through his fabrication of role reversals, dualities and
contradictions, and transformations on the Camino Real. Role reversals stand as
one of the key elements of the carnival for the simple reason that they permit the
abnormal. Danow explains, "the carnivalesque implies reversal—which is
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implemented by the physical reality of the world of magical realism, affording a
realistic sense of a world turned upside down"(Danow 86). In the carnival,the rich
dress in rags and the paupers in elegance. Masks provide the perfect prop for hiding
the truth and exhibiting the reversal. As manifested in literature, the carnivalesque
version of role reversals looks more like a "transformation from great to small or,
better,from upper to lower"(Danow 49). The majority of Williams' personae
experience such a turn of events at some point during their time on the Camino Real.
From the very beginning, audiences watch as the historically obliging Sancho
Pancho denies Don Quixote and leaves the Old Dreamer to fight his windmills alone.
Kilroy's fortunes reverse from Champ to Patsy and from Chosen Hero to sidekick.
Esmerelda inversely goes from an imprisoned daughter to a revered virgin. Jacques
Casanova,once the virile womanizer,regresses to the crowned King of the Cuckolds;
and Marguerite transform from a beautiful young girl to a haggard old woman. Life
on the Camino Real works like a funny mirror at the carnival that distorts the
characters' prized attributes into utter foolishness. By reversing characters from
their defining core, Williams forces them into the emotional chaos of sorting out the
unknown,and to them,the unreal aspect of their new self.
In the same vein as role reversal, Williams also presents several visual and
theoretical dualities and contradictions that illustrate the carnivalesque. In reversal,
the characters move from one status to another; the dualities and the contradictions
of the play, however,are present simultaneously. Danow explains the link between
dualities and the carnival by referencing Mikhail Bakhtin s Rabelais and His World.
He explains that in “the tradition of the carnivalesque...exists ‘the constant
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combination of falsehood and truth, of darkness and light, ofanger and gentleness,
of life and death'"(qtd. in Danow 40-1). Williams packs Camino Real with this very
same notion: two equal but opposing parts must function together to make up the
whole.
For the simplest introduction to the dualistic, Williams uses the arrangement
of the set. He calls for the stage to be equally divided into two main sections. The
prologue notes,"on stage left is the luxury side ofthe street, containing thefacade of
the Siete Mares hoteV (749). On the opposite side of the stage is "Skid Row which
contains the Gypsy's gaudy stall, the Loan Shark's establishment...and the ‘Ritz Men
Only' which is a flea-bag hotel"(749). Not only do the two sides ofthe street
contrast a classy building and a trashy building, but they also exemplify the types of
people associated with each side of the stage. The two parts make up the one whole
in that while they remain separate, the buildings and the characters within them are
all still on the Camino Real. Coakley exposes the heart of the matter. The people of
the Siete Mares foolishly take pride in not residing at the Ritz Men Only but they are
"practicing the same vices" and "they have more money, but the same fears"
(Coakley 235). Williams communicates the futility of depending on finances, vanity
and time when dwelling in the dream world of the absurd.
Williams' establishment of subjective time correlates with the carnivalesque
concept of dichotomies in the characters' views oftheir past lives and present
situations. Coakley's theory of the characters' perception of time being related to
their natures fits with Williams' use of time in Camino, but also within the context of
carnivalesque contradictions. According to Coakley, characters like Don Quixote,
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jacques Casanova,and Marguerite Gautier fight the mental battle of living with the
persistent contrast' of"what they once were with what they are now"(234). Bound
by the pasts they cannot forget and locked into a present they loathe,the decadents
and idealists alike can only live the unreal because they accept neither the past nor
the present. Though the future offers more promise than either the past or the
present, it remains unrealized. Coakley's conclusion that the truth is to be
discovered only in context, only in the fusion of past, present,and future, an
amalgam of hurts, questions, and no answers"(235)speaks to the heart of the
dualities concept in that all parts must be present to form the whole.
Williams also incorporates carnivalesque contradictions outside the
characters' personal incongruent senses of time. Downing Cless's article "Alienation
and Contradiction in ‘Camino Real': a Convergence of Williams and Brecht"
highlights three main areas of contradiction within Camino Real while also
identifying similar features in Bertolt Brecht's modernist plays. Cless classifies the
contradictions of Camino into three main categories-identity,relationships,and
culture (41), that trap the characters to the point that"genuine escape or change is
seemingly impossible"(43). Cless starts with a discussion of the name of the play
itself as a contradiction. Pronounced Cammo Real the play takes on the Spanish
connotation "royal way:” whereas,Camino fleal suggests the American meaning of
"real way"(43). He moves on to identify the opposition in relationships, specifically
between Kilroy and Esmerelda. Kilroy presents himself as the Champ and
Esmerelda as the Virgin of the Fiesta, yet neither of them is what he or she claims.
In reality, Kilroy is a clown and Esmerelda is certainly not a virgin (Cless 47).
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Broader than the plot and the characters' relationships, Cless addresses the cultural
contradictions of the play that extend beyond the stage to Williams'own society.
As a magical text, Camino should not only exhibit the unreal of life, but do so
for a purpose. Cless clarifies that"the play is about modem social alienation
resulting from oppression or repression by social institutions and political systems
which seem beyond the grasp of the people caught inside them"(50). Through
Kilroy and Gutman's interactions, Williams clearly portrays the effects ofthe
inherent contradiction of an individual trapped under unyielding authoritarian
control

fragmentation, isolation, and inner chaos. Williams bolsters the role ofthe

individual by framing the entire play within literary history's most epic contrast to
the authoritarian, Cervantes's Romantic dreamer of impossible dreams—Don
Quixote.
The most profound contradiction of Camino reaches further than the plot,
relationships, and even the culture. Within Camino Real, Williams pits doubtcentered Modernism against hope-infiised Romanticism. Williams says of his own
work in a 1960 article for the New York Times that"the people in my play are
romantics confronted by very real situations as they come to the end of the road. It
is a real road. The play...is about the indomitability of the romantic spirit." Keeping
with Williams' idea of the American fighter, the play's two most ardent romantics go
up against the modernistic antagonist in a battle that reflects Williams own society.
Appropriately matched, Don Quixote and Kilroy stand in one corner of the ring,
while their common adversary, Gutman,faces them from the opposite corner.
Kilroy declares to Gutman with ferocity from the third person,"Kilroy is a free
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□gent—" and he is "a free man with equal rights in the world" (779-80). After
Gutman's henchmen wrestle the spirit out of Kilroy, Gutman coolly replies, "Hush!
The Patsy doesn't talk. He lights his nose and that's all" (780). With the idealistic
wind knocked out of him, Kilroy succumbs to the deadening effects of Gutman's
harsh realities. Ironically, only in a completely unrealistic world does Kilroy come
to terms with life's disillusionments.
Williams also elucidates the tension between Romanticism and Modernism
through his symbolization of death. The stealthy, but ever-present Street Cleaners
represent a modern view of death's absurdity and inexplicability (Balakain 78).
Lord Mulligan and the thirsty traveler die in front of the audience, but their deaths
are quite literally swept under the rug. As Balakin simply states, "on the camino.
death is not the symbol of finality and grandeur that it is in romantic literature"
(78). No one acknowledges their lives or eulogizes at their funeral because the
Street Cleaners whisk them away before the other characters even recognize their
absence. Williams opposes his modern images of mortality with Kilroy's death.
First, Williams allows Kilroy to go down fighting and screaming, "COME ON,
YOU SONS OF BITCHES! KILROY IS HERE! HE'S READY!" (834). Completely unlike
Mulligan and the traveler, Kilroy refuses to accept an absurd moment of finality. His
desperate struggle to survive casts him in the light of a Romantic hero instead of an
unlucky Modern victim. Second, Williams resurrects Kilroy, so that even in dying at
the hands of the meaningless Street Cleaners, he wins. In the final block, Kilroy even
steals back his "golden heart," declaring, "This is my heart! It don't belong to no
State, not even the U.S.A." (837). Balakain sees Kilroy's defiant action as "Williams’s
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most crucial metaphor" of the entire play because it affirms the power of courage in
the face of the unrelenting tyranny (Balakain 91). Bolstering Kilroy's
accomplishment. Don Quixote exits the stage with the eternally optimistic
pronouncement,‘The violets in the mountains have broken the rocksr(842).
Williams clearly asserts the need for the confident Romantic spirit, but also never
denies the prevailing presence of Modern uncertainty.
Williams carefully constructs within Camino Real a final aspect of the
carnival—the return to the normal. Though powerful reversal and transformation
characterize the spirit of the carnival, at the real carnival, the masks only cover, not
replace, the face. Both the donning and removal of the mask must occur. Speaking
to the darker side of the carnivalesque, Danow rationalizes that though "there is
still...the distinct possibility within transformation for real change" the carnival
"may ultimately yield the same figure as before only with a new face(or a new
mask)"(52). Within the play, Williams maintains the full essence ofthe carnival by
refusing to drift too far to one side or the other. Downing Cless's article proposes the
presence of an undertow by questioning the supposed resolutions ofthe play. He
acknowledges that jacques and Marguerite ultimately unite, but doubts their mutual
sincerity (49). Again, he accepts that Kilroy and Quixote do bravely set forth into the
Terra Incognita, but suspects they may be "just stepping out on another bumbling
escapade"(49). Williams' choice of character to close the play correlates well with
Cless's argument. He does not end the play with Quixote's hopeful exclamation, but
with Gutmans order to "Bring it down!" after which he bows and the curtain falls
(842). The play's two equally influential forces intertwine to close the play. Gutman
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cannot end the play without Quixote's final line; however,neither can Quixote close
the curtain because he must deliver the Curtain Line. Williams cleverly constructs
the play with mutually codependent forces, neither permitted to outshine the other.
Tennessee Williams' Camino Real emanates with the magical real through the
author's skillful arrangement of time interwoven with the carnivalesque. Stretching
the norms of the magical real to fit within his unique composition for the theater,
Williams connects the goings on of his current life with historical figures to explore
possibilities untouchable in the real world. In allowing audiences to experience the
various connotations of time, reversals of norms,and dichotomies of metaphysical
proportions, Williams demonstrates the necessity ofthe Kilroys and the Gutmans,
the Romantics and the Moderns,and the unreal and the real in the worlds inside and
outside the theater walls.
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A Voice for the Extraordinary: A Conclusion
7n magical realism the writer confronts reality and tries to untangle it, to discover
what is mysterious in things, in life, in human acts/
-Luis Leal,"Magical Realism in Spanish America'

Poignant dialogue, unrealistic circumstances,and strange sounds and music
ail point to the magically realistic side of Tennessee Williams' three plays The Glass
Menagerie, Orpheus Descending, and Camino Real. But more than these,the most
defining feature of magical realism in Williams' works is his shaping of
extraordinary situations on the stage that work through ordinary problems. Though
he occasionally only offers a process and no definitive solution for a tumultuous
society, his plays still display the fantastic rooted in the real. Each of the three plays
proves Tennessee Williams deserving of categorization with the twentieth century
magical realists.
In The Glass Menagerie, Orpheus Descending, and Camino Real, 1 found that
Williams utilizes aspects of the magical real as venues for exploring the darker
corners of humanity. Through the somewhat strange and certainly untraditional
memory play construction of The Glass Menagerie, Williams allows Tom Wingfield to
work through his family's traumas. Williams explored the freedom from constraints
of the mind's memory,enhancing it with theatrically irregular elements like the
projection screen, as an indirect approach to coping with pain and regret By way of
the unreal, Tom bears the burden of his choices in reality.
For Orpheus Descending, Williams shifted from memories to myths to address
not trauma, but the marginalized of society. By recreating ancient mythical and
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historical figures within a modern,Southern setting, Williams gives the typically
silenced a loudspeaker. Magical realism proved necessary for Orpheus Descending
because in reality, people like the Conjure Man,Val Xavier,and Lady Torrance are
passed over—only in the unreality of Williams'stage can they both exist and be
heard.
Williams' Camino Real, like The Glass Menagerie and Orpheus Descending,
does include characters working through trauma and the pain marginalization, but
he goes even further to explore the power of hope in desperation. The subjective
time structure and carnivalesque atmosphere of the play permit reversals not
possible in reality that allow characters to discover themselves. In the dream world,
people like Kilroy can find strength in themselves and relationships with others so
that the real world of the Terra Incognita becomes less daunting. Through a
simultaneous display of the actual and the imagined,Williams reveals the oftenpainful absurdities of reality in a way that people can both find amusing and healing.
Williams vividly models the rare power of the extraordinary to clarify our vision of
the ordinary.
lust as the iconic flowers in each play hint at the presence of the unreal and
unbelievable in the world,so Tennessee Williams also manifests the ordinary
drudge of humanity through remarkable theatrical circumstances. Only in his
magical realistic world can the Wingfield's attempt to heal from their traumas,can
the outcasts of society have a voice, and can humanity know hope in the face of
desolation. Though Williams is neither Latin American nor a writer of fiction, he
takes the concept magical realism and makes it his own, pushing outward the
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boundaries and contexts that traditionally defined the magical real. 1 will simply
conclude that Williams adds his uniquely Southern voice to the song of the magical
real, providing a beautiful harmony to an already strong melody.
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